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proper supervision being kept over the feeding of mercury into the battery, over-feeding being difficult to detect under these circumstances. Large particles of amalgam are caught in mercury traps, but finely-divided or floured mercury or amalgam are carried over and escape (Smart). For the work of classifiers as mercury traps, see Chap. XL
On the Kand,1 " the pulp overflowing the lower edges of the amalgamated plate falls into a short transverse launder secured to the table frame, and sloping slightly from either side to the centre. At this point the tailing pulp escapes through a short vertical pipe, the upper end of which projects about an inch above the bottom of this transverse launder, which constitutes the first amalgam and mercury trap. The vertical pipe usually delivers into another (circular) mercury trap (Fig. 87),2 after which the overflow enters the main tailing launder."
Sodium amalgam is used to revivify sickened mercury, or to maintain it in good condition. It is prepared by heating a basin or iron flask of mercury to about 300° F., and dropping in little pieces of sodium not larger than a pea, one by one. Each addition causes a slight explosion and a bright flash oi' flame. The sodium may be added with less loss and less danger to the operator if the mercury is kept at a somewhat lower temperature and the sodium stirred into the mercury with an iron pestle or pressed below its surface with a spatula. When about 3 per cent, of sodium has been added to the mercury, the reaction becomes less active and the amalgam is then poured out upon a slab or shallow dish, allowed to cool and solidify, and then broken up and kept in stoppered bottles under naphtha. When it is necessary to revivify a quantity of mercury, a few small pieces of the amalgam are added to it and stirred in, or are previously dissolved in clean mercury before being added to the impure stuff. The strong affinity of sodium for oxygen, chlorine, etc., enables it to reduce the oxides and other compounds of the base metals which are coating the mercury globules. The sodium hydroxide passes into solution, neutralising part of the acidity of the water at the name time. The base metals are rcdissolved by the mercury which is then in good condition to take up the precious metals or to be caught on amalgamated .surfaces or in riffles, but the mercury is not really purified and the base metals in it are soon oxidised again. Sodium amalgam is not much used except in amal-gamating-pans or in mercury wells or riffles, or in cleaning retorted mercury —i.e., wherever large bodies of mercury can be directly acted on by it. It is of comparatively small value when added to the mortar of a stamp buttery, although this use of it is not unknown. The use, of electric currents, galvanic-couples, etc., has an cllect similar to that of sodium amalgam.
Galvanic Action in Amalgamation.- -In amalgamation in the mortar, on plates, or in pans, not only are free metals absorbed, but the dissolved salts, and, to a less extent, the insoluble compounds of the heavy metals, are reduced and amalgamated, chiefly by galvanic action. The copper of the plates, or the iron of the mortar or pan, constitutes the positive clement, and all metals less oxidLsuble than this reacting metal are reduced by it, and are then amalgamated by the mercury. In this way iron reduces "both lead and copper, although, if these- are. present in the form of undecornposed sulphides, this action will be very slight. Now, if lead is introduced into the amalgam, the latter becomes pasty, and is subjected to considerable losses, and copper ha& an equally harmful effect. It is for this reason that the
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